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·Much Ado
A-bout Verg· Little
by Diana L. Saunders
The Northeastern Day Care
Center announced that the
contracts of three of the
.teachers ·a:t the Day Care
Center , have expired. Two of
the teachers were given an
extra six months in order to
facilitate the transition. The
center contemplates hiring
additional personnel for · a •
permanent basis to maintain
its .staff at full strength.
A letter was sent . to the
parents of the children enrolled
in the Day Care Center.
Unfortunately, th~ major point
was misinterpreted and parents did not know where the
Day Care Center was headed.,
The history of the Day Care
Center is: three years ago the
administration felt that the
teachers working in the Day
Care Center were overqualified
for the title of Civil Service. Il,l
an effort to give the teachers a
title, Dr. John Majors came up
with "Faculty Assistant" as a
title. A three year contract

would be issued and after•
- wards these teachers could go
on and open .their own day care
center. Then two years ago Dr.
Ann , Smith decided to give
more students training, the
contracts should only be for
two years. To fulfill the
obligation to teachers with
three year contracts , it was
decided to give two years of
Faculty Assistance and one
year of gmcher counseling.
· J une 30 brought the expi}:-a•
tion of three teacher Faculty/
Assistant contracts. Two
teachers, Ruth Keller and
Mary Lou Simms, were given
an extra six months on their
contract to help with the
, break.
· It was also decided that
there should be two permanent
teachers to train new people
and keep up the standard of
the UNI Day Care Center.
There will be four positions for
a two year contract, and a hot
food program will be added.

Parking .ordinance tested
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by Dave Bachi
Three members of the UNI
finally referred them to the evident that our neighbors are
faculty, several students and
Corporate Counsel's Office no happier than we are with
many residents of the Hollywhere they were openly receiv- the situation as it ·stands or
wood Park Community recented. Here again, however, the . the inferences it throws on
ly went to court prepared to
cause of knowledge was not future policies.
test the six week old , City
furthered - the man was
One can deduce from the
Council pilot parking program.
unable to find any evidence of present state of the issue that
The faculty group was deterthe ordinance and expressed it is safe to park in the signed
mined to carry through · the
doubt that it actually existed.
areas (see map) - that is, if
protest, even if it• resulted in
He did offer a piece of you are williilg to take your
their being jailed. However,
construction advice; that anyticket( s) to court. · They will
their actual day in court was
one who •g.et a ticket and goes
either be dismissed, or you can
less than symbolic; all tickets
to court should immediately appeal and beat ·them. The .
pertaining to the UNI zone
appeal any punitive action
City's case is not sound at all;
areas dismissed as a class.
handed ' down by the
they are issuing non-tickets to
The easy victory both
unless it continues it prece•
non-violators · of a non-orsurprised and confused the
dent of dismissal of ch ges on
dinance. The first test has
group and when they confronta unilateral basis.
come and passed with a
ed the judge for reasons ·
These are the facts
date .
whimper and not with a bang;
regarding the decision, he . What will happen in the ture
the true one will follow in the
appeared unable to answer
is at this time only a matter
future when push ultimately
them. ,t\fter 15 or 20 minutes
subject to speculation, but is
must come to shove.
of dialog and deliberation, he
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Dwarfs Overrun

Lletters
Dear Editor,
make our first public debate
There is some good and
such a memorable occasion.
encouraging news coming from
First, we would like to thank
the Business and Management
,P resident Ronald Williams and
department.
J:>rovost John Cownie for their
In the near past, not too
support and encouragement.
long ago, students majoring
The University Relations '
in this department had to
Dept., especially Mr. Gerald
stand in a long line waiting to
Cannon and Mrs . Sheila
receive a signature to register
Rotman, deserve a special
for classes in the department.
thank-you for their efforts
To get that signature on the
on our behalf, and for their
registration form a student
unfailing patience. And of
had to see J>aula Wolf, who
course, the Political ~cience
was the advisor to · the ·,. Dept:, under the aegis of Dr.
Business Department stuEdris Frederick, supported our
dents. Sometimes I myself had
activities from the beginning,
to wait over· an hour to get
and graciously gave their time
that signature from het1. ·and energy to ensure the
Relatively her office hours
success of our venture. Thankwere short and not convenient
you to Mrs. Phyllis Frank,
to most students. As a student
Secretary, and all of the
getting my education in an
student aides, who make the
institute of higher education I
Department such a friendly
thought that when I deal with
and efficient place.
faculty there should be some
We must extend an · extra
kind of trust between students
special thank-you to the
and faculty members.
Print, and to Student Govt.
Until I dealt with her I
These organizations contrithought so. The first time I
buted so much to the success
came to ask for ·· a signature .of this debate, that words
after waiting about an hour
cannot express our gratitude.
because - of a long line of
Sufficl to say, that we
students I entered her office
sincerely appreciated your asand very simply I placed the
sistance.
registration form on her table
Many other people deserve
and sat down. On the form, as
mention, and though our
we know, the total hours
words may be brief, our graticompleted towards one's detude is heartfelt. The T.V.
gree is shown' by the student
Dept., for videotaping our
when he/she fills it out. I
presentation and aiding us
wonder where the trust in the
with all of the technical·
student is. tlhe went through . problems involved in such an
her files and looked at my file
event; WZRD, which broadani only thea she signed the
cast the debate live; Univerform. lt wook about 5-7
sity Duplicating, the· Poster
minutes that time, but if she Shop, for their expert assisttrusted me she could have ance with our publicity; and
saved about four minutes, and the Community Center staff,
she could. see 8 more students for their valuable aid on a
in an hour. First I thought number of occasions. Of
that because I am new maybe course, our Security ' D t.,
she had to check me out and under the guidance of Lt.
see it for herself. When I
Francis Flood, did an exceptalked with-0th;/ st~dents who- tional job of ensuring the
have been here for over a year, orderliness of our event.
Photos and story
I heard the same story. She
Last we must thank o~r
by Perko Buckingham
was very loaded down with distinguished guest speakers,
While most of
were
work and to deal with students Dr. Franklyn Haiman and Mr. relaxinp after the Spring Term
all day isn't easy. To try and Elliot Bien, for their marvelous finals, this reporter responded
help and solve the problems contributions to our program, to an anonymous phone call
that students had was her and of course, the Chapter spoken in a wee voice. I waited
duty too. A person with such speakers - Dr. ·Charles Pas- many a minute as I stalked my
a job, to deal with so many tors, Dr. C. Edward Gilpatric, prey and, low and behold, the
students and their problems, Michael L. Lyons, and Rey- _phone tip payed off as I heard
could get tiring and lose nolds B. Schultz - all made the pitter-patter of little feet.
her/his patience. A job like • excellent presentations. And Dwarfs had overrun UNI and
that required a lot of patience thank-you's should go to those were playing all over the
in my opinion. She took on too members of the Society ·"'1ho campus!
much for herself, and I worked so hard to ensure that
As I photographed them for
appreciate the fact that a this event would succeed. Bea PRINT, I heard them talking
person is willing to help.
K;arr, who made the welcoming about going · for short beers
NAME WITHHELD remarks, and Dr. Shirley
and it seems they were
UPON REQUEST Castelnuovo, who served as
chanting the lyrics to Randy
the Moderator, both did Newman's "Short Peopfe".
terrific jobs. The Planning Alas, they spotted me - but
Dear Editor,
One often hears complaints Committee, consisting of they came over to me and
about what doesn't work and Carolyn Alfsen, ~eynolds B. turned out to be quite friendly!
what went wrong, but on this Schultz, Jacobo Szapiro, Ellen I talked to Tiny and Shortie
occasion we are writing about 'Tomchin, and Dr. Charles (who was wearing a helmet
something that went right. On Pastors, the faculty advisor, because he came here by
June 20, 1978, the Theta did inost of the work on this mini-bike), and even a "Little
Lambda Chapter of Pi ,Sigma activity, _ and deserve the Woman" who was with her
Alpha held a debate on the lasting gratitude of the So- little one. Tiny went to read a
question "Do the Nazis have a ciety.
short story in the library,
The Officers of Theta-Lambda Shortie left to get a 6-pack of 7
right to march in Skokie?" The
William McHugh-President ouncers, and I went home
ev.eu..t,_was ex_kem_e!y successBea Karr-Vice President because I'm a big boy and my
ful and we would like ·to take
Sara Feigenholz-Secretary/
this opportunity to tha_il.k
mommie wanted me home
Treasurer early.
:iome -of ·th;epeople who helped
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PRINT, ,tl!,t officially recognized. student ne~paper
~ing North~~m Illinois Univers~ty, 5500 N. St. Louis
Ave., Chicago, PL 60625, is published each Friday during
the ,regular academic year. Material published herein is not
t4 ·be confused ,nth ~ws expressed by th.e university
administration. •
· :, .
·
•
The editors have sole authority governing all m.aterW •
submitted aacf reserve ~e right to edit . copy: . Editing
·· implies that editors ·need not accept all submitted material.
Good journalistic standards will ·be maintained.
Deadline for s,ubmitting material is Tuesday, '.li:oo noon.
for the following•· Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to thestandards set forth under 1~ t jPublic;ation policy ·wi1J be
handled accordingly by the ijlitors. The edi,tors will pQblish,
at their discretion, any lette,rs . to the editor,
announcements, articles, photos, . advertising, or other
submitted material:·
· .
:
,
'
~
1
Readers are ·ehcouraged to su~mit letters to the editor;- ·'
Unsigned letters will not ·be published, but names will be
withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouragea.
'
The Office of Priat is open daily and i~ located in room
E-049, · north of . ~he cafe~a. _()qr_ tal~p~n,e number is
583-4050, extensions 508 &ud $09. Af~r 9:00 PM or
after the switchboard is dosed, ~all -~ ~t 583-4065. ·

Editor-in-Chief..................... . ..... . .. . .... . .. Judy Macior
Managing Editor .............................. . ....... Sue Lamb
Associate Editor .................... . ..... . .. . . Diana L. Saunders
Sports Editor ....... . .. . ... ·..... . ........ .. ......... John Stepal
Photo Editor ....... . ....... . . .. . ...... ·......... .. ..... Jim Gross
Faculty Advisor ..... : ....... ~ ...................... 1rom Hoberg
'. STAFF: Dave Bachi, Robert J . Kosinski, Sam Giberstein, Carol
Podraza, Dan Pearson, Dick Quagliano, Bill Rzepka, Steve Sanders,
Baruch Schur,. Siddy Ziegler
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Sam Giberstien, Dick Quagliano, George L.
Raiman Jr., Steve Sanders, Rochelle Gordon
GRAPHICS: George L. Raiman Jr., Mark Schultz
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really not at fault here. A case
in point is the spring term, •in which instructors were given
two days after the last day of
classes to run in the grades.
This is fine, is one gives a
computer graded, true false, or
multiple choice exam. If an
instructor gives essay tests or
papers, how can they get
graded in time?
Well, theoreticalJy they can.
I know one instructor who gets
it done. He gives five papers
per term which can be revised
at any time and can be turned
in up _until the last day of
class. Most of the class that I
was in waited until the last
day to turn in most of t he
work. I found it amazing that
noone in the class got an " X" .
He got it done but I imagine it
was on three hours of sleep
plus living with t he zombie
look for weeks to come. Noone
should have to do this, or be
expected to. I certainly don't
expect it. As a student I'd
much rather get my grades a
few weeks later and have them
considered seriously and given
to me all at once rather than
either getting an "X" or .
having anothEl? human being

Ensemble Espanol to .appear on T.V.
by Dave Bachi
Ensemble Espanol, a North- from. amateur~to
eastern-affiliated dance group, and 1s under the direction -of
will appear on Charlando at Ms. Libby Flem~, , ~-\.UNI
11: 30 a.m. on Saturday, July dance instructress. The_' gro~p
22, on WGN Television, Chan- performs several times a year
nel 9. The program is a on campus, and also solicit s
_half-hour talk show, hosted by outside bookings, ,t~ . h ~lp
Peter Nuno, that focuses on -suppor~ itself. The~~ po<i!<fngs
topics with themes important range m scope from appeilr•
(
ance at other univ ersities
to the Latin community.
The ensemble is composed of private performances, an out:
former and present UNI door community program at
students as well as outside our Uptown Center (slated for
m~mbers who range -in talent !ater this summer), to inclu-
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This summer the movie, to see will be
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FOREIGN AND DOM ESTIC
Tune-ups, Brakes, 'Front Suspension, Electrical,
Engine Repair, Winter Fix-up ·
We specialize in all imported cars, eg., Volkswagen,

I

siil'n in an evening of dance at
R~ vinia next summer
professionally, this is a big
break for the troup.
Spend a few moments on
Saturday _(July 22) and tune
in. The gruop will perform
t)lree classic Spanish folk
routines , Which is only an
appetite whetter. If you like
what you see, attend their
performffnce at UNI on Wednesday, July 26, and have a
real feast.

O.K., this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
l-ive it up! Have fun! The summer is yours!
But some time this summer, like around August 4th,
9ou' d better }?e ready· to see the funniest college
·movie ever created. Don't blow it!

¥.oclt )ilinself7!1ers#J _out' be-

••••••••••••••••••••••
e
·
. ·-

bsri
t .,.. .

Delta Law requires you to· read this
message be/ore you leave town.

understandable· ~istake). Af. cause he/she believes in giving
· ter this experience happened to essay exams on papers {which
me I began to think about the incidentally I find a better
" X " and realized th at I assessment of my work in
couldn't come up with a reason class as opposed to a mutliple
why there would even be room choice or true false exam with
for such a grade on the report no papers ).
form. It would · appear to be
To whoever set the Spring
much easier to hold t he grade 1978 deadline I have a
report until all grades are in, ·suggestion: go back to t he
to save paperwork and t rauma. classroom situation ; you 've
After thinking about t his at obviously forgotten wha t
great length and sharing my it ' s like ; and incident ally
opinion with others I realized the symbol 'X ' also signifies
that faculty members ar e error and/ or illiteracy.

•
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by Judy Macior
Aside from being the 24th
letter of the alphabet and the
spot at which the proverbial
treasure lays, it is also the
symbol which is officially
rebuked and despised by
Scrabble players who can
either use it to spell 'axe' or
' xylophone '. But t his illustrious letter ' X ' takes on
special meaning at Northeastern; it's a symbol noone wants
to see on their grade report ; it
means " instructor did not turn
in the course grade."
I remember receiving an
" X-'._' in a course when I
received my grade report form
two weeks ·before my graduation (in the only course I
needed to successfully complete my graduation requirements). Noone !mows what
panic is until you experience
this at 10 a.m. on a Saturday
morning knowing you won 't be
able to ,clear this up with the
instructor until Monday, at
the very earliest, and who
knows how long with the
Records Offic'e! Luckily my
problem was resolved quickly.
In my case · the - instructor
thought grades were due later

:
:
•
:
:
•
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A comedy from Universal Pictures

THE /MTTY SlfvVv'IONS · IYAN REITMAN PRODUCTION
"NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIMAL HOUS!i'' 5aomng JOHN DELUSHI . TIM /MTHESON
JOHM VERNON · VERNA DLOOM · THOMAS HULCE and
DONALD SUTHERLAND as JENNINGS · Produced by IMTTY SINMONS and
IYAN REIT/MN · Music by ELMER DERNSTEIN · Written by HAP.OLD R.A/v\lS,
DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHRIS MILLER · Directed by JOHN LANDIS

~
~

~

Ulldtr 11 requ1rn acco111u nr1n1 'arut o, AdMlt Guud11n

You'll b e tf:1lking about it alt winter!
1

L----- - - - -- - -- - -- - ---,--- - - -- - -- - -- -- - - -.
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-New ·B usiness

·a naoun.c em·e nts

by Sam Giberstien
About six months ago the
students in the Business and
ManagemeQt Department noticed a change in the departTHE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB _will be sponsoring its ~econd
June 11, Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Beverly Blossom and Company
ment when a new faculty •
annual "Summer Fu))" picnic on Sunday, July 9. The place presents a concert of modem dance theater at The Chicago Public
Yorkville ·P.N.A. Day Camp; the time - all day. Swimming, Library Cultural Center on Sunday, June 11. This conce~ will be
member, Mr. Eliezer Geisler,
took over the chairman's
dancing, {ood and fun will be the order of the day. This will be a held in the Theater, 2nd floor _Randolph Street and is sponsored
position.
. BYO affair. All are invited to ,come and spend the day with the by a grant from Mobil Foundation, Inc.
Geisler saw the problems
people of the Psychology Club. For directions and further details,
Beverly Blossom was a member of the Alwin Nikolais Dance
-students were faced with and
pick up a flyer in the Psychology Club mailbox in the Psychology Theater for ten years and has studied with Mary Wigman and
Department Office, S-313-F, or call Jim Unnerstall at X-667.
Merce Cunningham; .Miss Blossom is recipient of a grant from . he listened to the complaints .
of the students and started
the National Endowment for the Arts for choreography in 1978.
working on solutions to the
WEEKDAY MASS, Noo11, T, W, & F . Ephphatha Chapel. · She teaches and performs at the Krannert Center for the
Newman Center 2nd Fl. 5450. N/ Kiniball Ave.
Performing · Arts, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, · problems.
A few weeks ago, Mr. Renas
under the asupices of the Illinois Dance Theater. She has
became
the chairman of the
. .
_
.
performed in theaters from New York City to Hawaii.
department and he continued
The Student Senate meetings for the month of July will' be on
This new dance company which was formed in 1977 performs to
the good work and made more
~ul?' 10 and 24. The meetings will !,>a at 7 p.m. i~ CC-215. All are 4tlginal music. composed by' Ted Kalmon for electric keyboard.
improvements.
First we can .
mVIted·to attend.
The company performs programs of a varied repertory ranging
see
more
new
professors
in 'the
·from the humorous to the theatrical with freshness and wit.
There are · student · vacancies on the Student Constitution
department; secondly we see .
This-program is presented free by The Chicago Public Library
Revision Committee (10 students), Faculty ~aluation Cultural Center: The public is invited and encouraged to attend. '
improv:ement in the regist~aCommittee (unlimited number of students), .Satellite Advisory The Chicago Public Library
tion process for business ·
- classes.•
Commit(;ee (unlinµted number of students), and the Valedictorian Cultural Center
A st;udent who is a Business
Committee (two senators and two students from each: the 78 East Washington Street
College of•Education, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Chicago, Illinois 60602
and _Management major can
leave -his papers in the
Graduate .College). .Any students interested in filling these 312-269-2837
.
· positions shoujld contact -Bob Kosinski at Ext. 501 or stop by at
department in a special box
and fill out a form in the
the ·Student Government office E-210 (above the Book Nook) Cultural Center hours:
department ~liich states all of
since these positions will be filled at. the next regular Senate Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday - Thursday: 10 a.m.-8 p.m. ·
meeting on July 10.
'
the classes he wants to take in
Friday: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
the following . semester. The
Saturday: •10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
ADVt\NCE REGISTRATION
student is automatically sayREMINDER: Advance registration processing for the Fall
ing that he took the prerequeThe Chicago Public Library Cultural Center introduces "The
1978 trimester will begin June 19th and continue through July
sjte class. There is also the
Film Gallery." Every Monday at 12:15 p.m. during June, July
14th.
option for the student to
Registration kits have been mailed to those ·students whoare and August you are invited to view outstanding motion pictures·
request that the department
eligible for advance registration priority. Schedules of classes are on Art. Th~ films to be shown are part of .the Anthony Roland
could transfer his papers to the
Collection of Award Winning Films on Art and other notable Art
available for you to pick up at the following locations:
registration center and then
films. This noon-time summer film series is presented free in the
Admis~ions & Records Counter DlOl Old Library
receive some kind of a receipt
_Theater. ~nd floor Randolph Street.
Information Center across from C Building
that states that he handed in
ART TREASURES OF EUROPE
Graduate Colle~ 4th floor of Classroom Building
his papers.
Office of College of Arts and Sciences 8158G ·Science Building June 26 The Kremlin .
All t he facq.lty in the
Completed advance registration forms may be turned in at the EARLY MAN TO REMBRANDT
department
advisors and
Admissions and Records Information Counter. A Drop Box is July 3 Tassili N' Ajjer
they are eligible to sign the
provided for speedy, _form submission.
registration forms. The adOrigins of Art in France
Undergraduate students who have not been in attendance for July 10 Nubia
visory procedures are very
more than two trimesters are not eligible to receive advance July 17 Digging for the History of Man
simple and helpful for both the
registration packets until after they have applied for readmission July 24 Greek Pottery
student and the department.
to the university.
The advisors for accounting
Etruscan Tombs of Volterra
Students who have been dropped for poor scholarship must
are
Professor Erlinda Clark,
Pompeii, City of Painting
obtain the · permission of the SubCommittee on Academic July 31 A Thousand and One Years A~o
Professor Kenneth Finkle and
Standards for reinstatement on ac~demic probation: Any
Professor Lewis Raymore; the
French Romanesque Art
·
requests for ad~ance registration will be denied unless approval
latter two are also the advisors
Romanesque Painters
has · been granted by the Committee. Dorothy McCreery, . Pisa
for finance. For the managechairman of the Academic Standards Committee may be reached August 7 Villard De Honnecourt
ment is Professor Eliezer
in the University ,Counseling Center B-113.
·
Geisler, Marketing advisor is
Visions of Light
Professor ,Elaine Helmn, for
Antelami; TheBaptistry of Parma
option II students who are.
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECO~SSUMMERHOURS
These films are part of the 2000 titles currently available for majoring in Business and
8:30 a.m.·to 4:30 p.m. " '
free public use from the Audio-Visual Cent.er of The Chicago Management with a major in
'. Monday through Friday
Public Library Cultural Center. For additi ?nal information . Economics is Professor Shel.Located in Dl0l (old Library)
telephone 269:2910.
don ' Rothstein. Renas will be
All programs and events are presented free at The Cultural the advisor in general if any
UNI VIA the Physical Education Department is emf>arking on .
establishing a unique soccer ~
' cap.able of challenging any Center. The public is invited and encouraged to attend.
serious problems arise and
then the student can approach
Institution and pro clubs -around tlie Nation - · Thus opening its
him as chairman.
doors to potential soccer enthusf{sts. Adm~ssion · is open to . The Chicago Public Library Cultural Center
78 East Washington Street, Chicago Ill. 60602 Phone: 269-2837
The department administra- undergrads, graduates, and- faculty members ' of Northeastern.
tive advisor is Melody SingleFor further information call 583-4050, ·ext. 360. Ask for Roosevelt
- leave. your nanie, number and High School from which you The Cultural Center hours: Sunday: 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.; Monday - ton; she will help if any
graduated; Or stop at the Portable behind the Annex. Evenings Thursday: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Friday: 10 a.m. - 6 p;m.; Saturday: problems arise for the student
,10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
in dealing with the office.
call 271-3986 and a'rjk for Theo. It's, operi to nien and women.
There is also a plan that
"SAM" (the Society for the
Advancement of Management,
He (God) cares abo~t you. Would you like to h~ Him tell.you
an
active student organization)
LUNCIU)tNNII
it? Come to QUr meetings in Room _2-031 on Thursdays at 1
will
get involved in the
LATE
SNACKS
o'cldck: Our · name i11 NORTHEASTERN . CHRISTIAN
A
0
advisory new system of the
. COMMUNITY. · W ~ will be searching · through •the epistle of
department.
l
T
Galatians ~th 'you. Come;' hear docCspeak:
- More about those improvements in the Business and
Management department and
....:.. --.
the future involvement of
WANTED: Attractive·
SAM next week. So for now, I
females to wor)( , a:.s
would like to congratulate the
.models . wi-t h photo- .
department and its faculty on
grapher for :portfolio ·
the changes that are being
sample-s ,- an'd pr.inJ·
made
and I am glad to see that
com petition. Dance ·ex- ' ·
they are not only teaching
perfence helpf_q ( :but .
Business and Management,
not necessary.:.;'~ate: .
but practicing it as well. Good ·
$20 fir;.,3 hrs .. Catt:·At,' ·
luck
and many thanks _in the
8u-$chauer evenings. ,
name
of the student popula763-4715.
.
tion.

are -

PIZZA

i,
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, laa1t!LL .JUE:

After SchOol, . Then what?
[An interview with Carol - and b j how does the student
prepare for them. So in effect
we "blitz" students with as
much _information about the
field of psychology as possible.
PRINT: How did the Career The function, them, of this
Planning Center evolve?
office is to teach the student
· CAROL:
It started with about information gathering.
Psi Chi, the national honor PRINT: Which of these sersociety of psychology stu- vices is most important?
dents. Among o,t her things, CAROL: I can't answer that
they functioned as a placement question. They all fill individoffice. Because field experience ual needs; each student and
was housed in the same office, his or her situation is different.
it was a natural development PRINT: Why don't other
that both services came to- departments within UNI have
gether and in January of this these services?
year, I formed the CPC .as the CAROL: Some do ; in the
" umbrella" office for all of the departments which do not, it
services. They were two separ- could be a case of personnel. It
ate functions that merged. I takes time. Also, the fact that
consider field experience to be the psych department has
a compone~t of career plan- 300-400 registered majors proning.
bably has something to do
PRINT: Why does the with' it. My own preference is
Psychology Department have to have this service in each
these services?
,
department. Although the ·
CAROL: The main purpose of broad university services in
the CPC is to serve those existence provide a significant
students who plan to make a function to those students who
living in the field of psycho- have not yet decided upon a ·
logy, either as a paraprofes- specific discipline, it makes
sional (B.A. level) or as a sense to me that every
professional (M.A. or above.) dep~ent should offer job
We try to provide as much matching, field experience,
resource information as pos- graduate school information,
sible. The two basic questions career planning services for the
we address ourselves to are, a) · student who has chosen a
what jobs exist in the field,_ m~j_q_r__apd_needs _more specific

information.
My own experience was in a
commuter school, where the
only concern was to go to
classes, leave the moment the
class was dismissed, and go to
your job. That was it - that
was all the information I got. I
assumed I'd go to graduate
school, because -I had no idea
WHAT to do - graduate
school can be an expensive and Carol LaChapelle NDS ping pong.~ .
· time-consuming way to put off
making a decision.
'
PRINT : What is the job
situation in the field of
psychology? _
CAROL: There will always
be entry-level positions in the
· field. We average fifty job
listings, the majority being
social service agencies , i. e.,
hospitals, residential settings,
day care centers,
PRINT: And how do you see
the job market in the next _
few years? '
CAROL: I can't answer that
- but I can say that most
students don;i ·have a clue in• LaChappelle at a recent tristate conference on Experimental
the -world what they want to ' Learning.
· do. They need breathing space
- so go out and work! Again, ience, job matching/grad career decision. It isn't that
there will always be entry- school information and general those decisions again Can't be
level joos for graduating career counseling. We run an made without the help of me or
students.
ad in the PRINT each week this -service, but why not make
PRINT: What kind of money - which helps a great deal. Also, it as easy as possible?
is there in these lower-rung we're starting to keep statisI think the work that Jan
positions?
tics on how many students we Marszalek does in this office is
CAROL: The range is from see, placement success; etc., very important.
- - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - , - $6,000 tQ ,$11,000 yearly with and we should have specific PRINT: Aside from the ser-,
information in the future.
vices Carol has mentioned ,
t;I;~anW~~~::~°:~ent PRINT: What is the level of · what are you concerned with?
graduate school situation?
sophistication of the student s JAN : I've developed a selfCAROL: I do know it's hard you see?
assessment component. I think
to get into a Master's program CAROL: The majority are in many people exclude this when
in .psychology. Tony Kopera the very initial st ages of making career plans basically
To ::s?a:;
Health test was or couldn't afford one
(acting chairperson of th e ·finding out how they fit into because they thing they
1~t~~f.~:::j ::: the scheme of the psychology haven't got the time to sit for
· Services is a place that is_there or didn't have a gynecologist
in case we need it, a place that to go to . All participants
getting into medical school. , field. We try to help the an hour and think about
functions when some dreaded learned something about their
But, that depends upon wheth~ student gain self-awareness of themselves, what they- want
"if" (like, " what would I do if health, and in -a few cases,
et you're willing to be incon- how the system can fit his or from a job, what their best
a bear bit me between problems were detected that venienced by choosing a school · her needs. They can bring skills are, what they value, etc.
classes?" ) happens while we if taken care of now - will outside of Chicago or even c;ompetence, skills, committ- Really, this is a very fundaare on campus. Otherwise, L save possible pain and more out-of-state~ There are Psych ment - and we try to let them mental thing that is skipped
aive the m·volved treatment 'later.
douht that most of us .,,.
Master's de~ees in Education find out how , _t_h gse Y;ry . n: over. It may make _the
place much thought - true?
The opposite side of the coin Departments - they're easier ~rsonal things translate into difference between finding Just
'
·
another job and a meaningful
True. This is a reality th at · - chance as opposed to to get into. The basic thing is · a paycheck.
The
idea
of
this
office
is
that
career. Four one hour sessions
should not be.
planning . - - has also led to that you must be creative. It's
it fulfills a read need.
ai=e set up to encourage the
Actually, the Health Ser- worthwhile endeavors. Mrs, - kill to 1
lik
th"
ff a s
earn,
e any mg
It's not that you can'. t get a , student at this time to explore
vices office is much more than Zelda Medansky' our sta - - else. And it can be done. There
an aid station. Sure, they tape R.N. who handles most of the are things that can help that job or go to gra~uate, s~e.oo}r, bis or her potential. The end
without this ?iffice; _~~~ ;• "."'.!:1J &re13ult is to have the student
ankles , treat scratches and on-hands treatment, has startbe
lied to
· •
f
ed
a
weight
watchers'
counselcanfi
ld
app
.
8?ydmaJodr
-t
exist
to m~e all, .the fd~t,! eurlm@Ch a clear understanding of
d
di
bruises, an
spense a ew
.
, e
expenence, m epen en
non-prescription drugs (aspir- ing service to 60 0 ~ ~ ~omen research with a faculty mem- gathering that th~ ; stufic~t foJ4is _ ,values, skills and goal would do more effic~ent. lt. ~, and to provide a sense of
in, ointments, and so on), but who initially and individually her h .
bli bed
, avmg a paper pu s
, coordinated, it's all in one . , direction.
h _ t dro ped . t th8 0 ffi to more worthwhile, tlley teac
juS
P
ma
ce
letters of recommendation ..
preventative medicine, give tuse the scale.
PRINT: Is there a unique _ place. We attempt to 1>re~ent ., .. CAROL: The botto11:1 line is
as much information· to th~ •• that we want to help the
counseling on health problems,
These but a few of the
d
ta
f field
.
and just spend the time, to personal/group services that a van ~ 0 • b? expenence student as possible "that · a u student take control of his of
.
"d
s vs. a paying JO
her own career planning.
make you feel that someone Healt h Services provi es_ a
CAROL· As a student being student might need to make a
cares (I have seen Marion well as sponsoring blood drives paid by. an agency, he/she is
'tl
Etten, Director, spend more and. information lectures a nd not entirely free to stand back
t ime via the telephone on seminars throughout the year.
d · ·t·
It
n be
.
follow-up care to an individual - In fact, the formation
of t he an t· en
·l l1que. fu . caif the
.
_. h "clinic" is par 1cu ar y con sing
than I've received in initial impromptu W8lg t
student -is getting paid and
treatment from a doctor) indicating of the way the office
. .
11
d "t (f" ld
. .
te gammg co ege ere 1 1e
These are just the basics.
- operates, gi~mg mor~ comp1e'
experience) at the same agency
Health Services offers a help and mformat10n to_ -a - the don't know which hat
"d
t
f addit1·onal person than that for which
Y
.
.
,
WI e spec rum o
,
---- --. - .
to wear. The uruvers1ty can
services. These include special they came. Health Services 1s
d
t t_fheth student
-anb can
ProJ· ects like giving Pap One b-ranch of Student Affairs protec_
ed te
h ld
.
t
tiliz
"
·t
,..
and
m
1a
1
ere
s
ou
e any
th
Smears for the low cost of
a u
es 1 s mo..ey
f ilit"
to th fullest. To problems.
$2.60 - a project made ac Ihres
e 1-d
t · e PRINT: How many students
possible by extra funding for a parap ase an o
war- rm
f h · CPC
.
" never have so few take
half-time nurse for the summer maxim,
...advantage o t e
h" h M
done so much with so little, " facilities?
,
period only, but one w _IC
s. S
b
G 138 9 to 4 CAROJ.,: Weekly, we see
Etten has long sought to try.
top y room
,
,
d
-h
Jan Marszalek oounaeling student seeking career planning; she
The venture has met with Monday through Friday, and T15h-70 stu enbts ond_t _ed adver_agte.
feels it is essential that the student understand his/her values,
'f
f
th
.
.
1s
can
e
1v1
e
m
o
1
success, reaching those women see 1 anlt O
~ specia · inquiries about field exper- skills, and vocational goals. [Photos by Steve Sanders] ·
·
who didn't know what a Pap programs
your n s.
. _,.
LaChapelle, coordinator of the
Career Planning Center of the
Psychology Department]
by Stevl! Sanders
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Cheap Detective
Generous with Laughs ·

by Dan Peanon
THE CHEAP DETECTIVE the lighting of the originals.
owes a bundle to a lot of The gags are good, often very
people, and a spiritual debt, in silly and seldom in the
particular, to the memory of groaning category. After the
Humphrey Bogart, but with~ introduction of "the characters,
out the commercial success of another .instance where THE
its predecessor MURDER BY CHEAP DETECTIVE is most
DEATH, Neil Simon mi~ht generous, in both cast size and
have been left laughipg to ability, the comic proceedings
himself. The most popular and do slow down a mite to allow
best critically received chaiat-:-i. popcorn to be consumed.
ter in that spoof of the major
Simon also comes short
literary detectives was a wben he directly bungles a line
Bogart-like shamus, Sam Dia- that all good old movie junkies f
mond, played by Peter Falk.
· kn6w by heart. Louise Fletcher
Falk is back, this time as .and the Ingrid Bergman role
Lou Peckinpaugh, a seedy but (she's into liberty, fraternity,
successful (with the ladies, at equality and interior decoraleast) private investigator. His ting, leadenly speaks the
partner has just been murdEir- B.ogart line about "of all the
ed and he is the chief suspect. gin joints in all the world," she
A mysterious woman with a adds, "I had to walk into this
· inquir·
·
one."
phonebook of aliases 1s
ing about a missing niece.
Eileen Brennan, in the
There's a swarthy, greasy Lauren _Bacall-been-around. individual who reeks of cheap and-the-then-somecabaretsingperfume and a fat man who er succeeds better when
wants his assistance in recov- she utters on an ex.it to Falk,
ering.. an object of great "If you ever get lonely, Fred.
importance and monetary val- Just call m~. You know how to
ue.
dial, don't you? Just put your
Sound familiar? To viewers finger in the little round hole."
of the late show THE MAL- It's not up to "put your lips
TESE FALCON ought to together and blow," but at
come to mind. Neil Simon's least you don't wince.
script not only lruppoons THE
Miss Brennan, who was in
·-: · MALTESE FALCON but Chicago recently, did reveal
adds an equal measure -of that THE CHEAP DETECTplotting and characters from IVE was cut to the original
CASABLANCA and just a length of CASABLANCA.
dash from TO HAVE AND Unfortunately they didn't deHA VE NOT and a touch of cide this until other scenes had
THE BIG SLEEP. Those not been filmed. One scene schedacquainted with the aforemen- uled but never shot involved
tioned classics of Humphrey Phil Silvers, Miss Brennan and
Bogart will not fully appre- Peter Falk. The day the scene •
ciate the generous references was to be shot, Silvers (who
that this Columbia ;pictures has the Walter Brennan role
tribute makes to the Warner from TO HAVE AND .HA VE
Brothers ~ s of the 1940's.
,NOT for ·ao6ut one line in the
It's funny stuff even out of nnal j)ru.t )- found he _ had . a
context, and stacked against confli~ting arrangeme~t for a
the spirit of the originals this role m a CHARLIE S ANis one comic takeoff that • GELS episode and opted for
should not be avoided. There is , the medium of television.
a serious attempt to recreate
~yY°oody Allen's PLAY . IT
the sets' costumes ' and even
·AGAIN,
SAM maintained a
,
. ~,.. ..... i

· ferociously reverent attitude in · impersonation.
Robert Moore directs a
dealing with the Bogie persona. THE CHEAP DE- . · splendidly 'foolish and solid
TECTIVE's tone is slightly cast that include Marsha ·
i::oore sacreligious. But regard- }4ason, Sid Caesar, Dom
less of how silly the complica- DeLuise, Madeline Kahn and
tions and characters become, . Nicol Williamson as the Ger- ·
Peter Falk's characterization man military attache to Cinand mannerisms rigidly estab- cina tti and head of its
lish a fond and sty)ish Gestapo. He's after the docu-

ments that will allow a French
patriot to open a Free French
two star restaurant in Oakland.
THE CHEAP DETECTIVE
may never tip a cabbie, or
overlook a nickel in a dark
alley but he never skimps
when it comes to providing the
laughs.

,

h.

Characters ,, · 1979
W~rner Bros., Inc.

..

.

NOW HIRING!!
.

. .

.

. WHO: Students; Homemakers, Retirees. The type of People
· that can project the Spirit, Enthusiasm, ~nd the Friendliness
. that is.Gr~at Amerir.a.

WHAT: Positions are available in Ride ·Operations,· Merchandise
.

Sales; Food Service and Preparation, Games and Ar€ades,
Secut:ity, Clean-up, Warehousing~ Office and Clerical,
Accounting, Park Maintenance and Landscape.
·.

WHEN: Applicatibns are being accepted daily from 9 .AM to 4 PM
::inciuding weekends·; in March and April, and Monday thru
Friday beginning Ma~.i' 1st ·
·

WHERE: Applicants must apply in PERSON at Marriott's GREAT
AMERICAe, located on Route 21, ~tween Washington - .
Street and Grand Avenue in 9-urhee, Illinois.

AND

JOIN OUR CAST OF EMPLOYEES
£NJOY FREE comj,limen. tary admission privileges for .yo.u and your family, plus take part in our
recreation program which includes ·movies, dances, · outings, and
sports.

·

·

.

'

.

'

.

MARRIOTT'S GREAT AMERICA~ confider& its employees its
·bes~ attraction. Oppo~unity is here. as well as h\andt-eds of inter~sting new frien~s. .
·
·
·'

EQUAi. EMPLOYMENT OPPORnJN~ M(F

..Morrtotf&.

· l■IAT.

ANllla
..

Peter Falk as "The Cheap Detective."

®
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.~ lree classifi~ds ':S:--'=-:·Avon -

Tom,
Happy Birthday. Bet you
thought we forgot.
'da staff and 'da editors

tru,
other editor

FOR SALE: 55 gal. mirrored
• ·back aquarium with stand. Deal
includes : tropical fish , pumps,
gravel, everything you need. Best
offer - call Annette Moore,
Phy sical Educa tion Dept., ext.
TWO JOB OPENINGS : HOS481 , or 482.
PIT AL EMERGENCY ROOM
WARD CLERKS 1 Full-Time and
FOR SALE: Women's Wollen
1 Part-Time - Nights 11 : 15 p.m. · Colombian Ruanas (ponchos) for
to #;15 a.m., St. Anne's Hospital sale ; special low prices; contact
Vicinity Division & Cicero. Must Jake Shapiro: ext. 501.
type minimum 45 WPM & . have
Good Communication Skills, work
76 Ford for ~le: E -150 van ; std.
well Under Pressure and Keep trans , Chate~u trim ; captains
Accurate Records. For Interview · chairs, factory insulated and
Appointment & Details Call: Sally carpet; good mpg; $3500 or best
Rynne, 378-7100, ext. 150.
offer. Call 825-3471.

jobs

- - - --- - - ---- ---

The Psychology Department's
Career Planning Center provides
job-matching services for Psychoi logy majors looking for immediate
, full or part time employment in
: the field. Come to S-313-D or call
ext.ensions 676, 668.

lor ren~
Room available with private
bath in beautiful, spacious old
apartment with 2 other people.
Excellent location - 5600 north
- near lake and transportation in
all directions. $125.00 rent. Call
after 5:30 p.m. 784-1912.
-

-

-

...-..L ....... - - . -

-

-

-

-

--- -

-

Dear ffl
I would consider saying YES if
you would reveal yourseH to me.
queenie
CHARLES CHUCK BACON
I hope whatever you do comes
true and don't forget to keep in
touch.
RAT PACK '

-

Apartment wanted: one bedroom apt. near Northeastern that
allows dogs. 100 tange, immedi,ate
occupancy; call Sherry a t ext.
82808 mornings, or 761-3358
afternoons and evenings.
·

QUEENIE,
This ·i s just to remind. you that I "
am still around, and waiting for
your response. Hope that you
don't dissapoint me. YOURS ALWAYS, S

Rob Roy,
Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa...
vin

Hawlceyic-,- - - - Hi there.
'fourth' ...

How

war

your
trapper

1974 Red Ford window van,
am-fm radio 67 ,000 miles, V8
Stick, 1,200.00. Call 583,1848 r
624-1054, aftet 6.

-------- -------

1976 Buick Regal, Top-of-the
Line, top-note~ condition. 24,000
mi. 446-6625, after 4.

---- - -- ---- - ---

FOR SALE : Yashica TL
Electro-X 35 mm. camera with 1.8
lens and case. Very good condition; must sell immediately for
$25.00 ;.call 384-1074.

To the Big Enchilada,
How much did you say that
portable one cost?
Hermann
James,
Only 30 shopping days left...
art
Jacobo,
The times they are a'changin' ...
one who was there and knows.
Daniel,
.
I'm going to rent out Taussig
hall for another 6<:casion; I .-know
you won't mind ....
one who wasn't there

persona~•

Joan ,
Alas Joan. The calls · to the
semina~y address was such a
waster. We could have spent our
energies in the little red VW
headed toward the Big 0 .
Laura from Big O's office

Mikie,
But how does one get 'kinky ';
on a pinball machine???
Wizardress

Doc,
Mythologically speaking...
Hermann

PRINT
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NAT"l. DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Pr09ram• & Hours

nere IS• dlffnen&em
For Information Please Call:

2050 W. Devon
Chicago , IIL 60645
(312) 764 -5151

l

~-H
IUIIPIAN ,. ·
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
,- TEST PREPARATION
~ECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES BEGIN EIGHT WESKS
PRIOR TO THE ·EXAM. STARTING SOON:
GMAT-LSAT-SUMMER MCAT
SUMMER SAT
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers In Ma lor

us Cities Toronto, Puerto .Rico and Lu1ano, Switzerland,

-
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COLLEGE REP WANT.ED to di-strlbute "Studant 'I
Rate" subscription cards at this campus. Good ·
income, no selling involved. For Information &
· application write to: Mr. D. DeMuth, 3223 Ernst
St., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

L

--------------

TYPIST"
.J ' 728-843.0
I

THE
)39th ]

O
O

□.

Daniel,
Things aren't always what they
appear to be ... You should know
that.
pie

PREPARE FOR:

~
□

UNI July 15.

h~
I happen to ·know what
happened. Don't tell any more lies.
12 o'clock high

Di,
OK here it is the moment you've
been waiting for ... You receive: 100
points for perpetuating the neat-o
'kinky'; and for you and Mikie
giving true meaning to the term ...
'da chief

·~ ·

□

Fiver,
Thanks for taking me to see
'my' movies. It was appreciated
greatly .. .
Woody

I

,.,

□

Out of pure boredom I am ~
:
sending this to you. Take it as you .
please. I won't be here, around
here, anyway , much longer, □
Moving? No. Just getting out.
0

---------------

Sue,
We were out of here by 9:00.
Why don't we get out that early
when you 're around?
"The Staff''

·8 NTE to be given at

How is everythinflonglostgirl ]

---------------

Larry,

(J □□ li□□ 0tJ0000 □ 0sa□□ 000000
O
_
~
0
0
0
0

back. What else can I do?
The one behind you

High.

Tony,
I always knew you had it.
What can I say?
RG

Ass. Editor

---------------.

---------------

Best wishes to the newlyweds.
I heard through the grapevines
that your day was absolutely
beautiful. Good luck forever.
Rosemary

Was that you and Janet I saw
Tom,
at the disco last week? Looks like
Good J uck to you and yours you were having fun, fun , fun.
forever. How was it?
A Friend
The cutter
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Blossom,
Barbara,
You work so very hard for us
Even though you are not here, all. Many thanks.
you will be seeing us soon. Try t;o .
Your co-workers.
find out as much as you can befor:e
- - ---,- - - - - - - - - - :-you get there. I need to ki{ow. ,i~ .,Mikie,
Number '17
How was your vacation? I
______________ ..3 missed you. Do you want to get
To Kathy,
"kinky"?
It has been a pleasant experDi
ience to work with you. I knowL --:,- - - - - - - - - - - - - . Jesus loves you. Good life to you Judy,
in the West.
50 points for not knowing how
RG to get "kinky!"

Looks like ol' Jim and I will
have to make it on our own.
P.I.L. and Steve Mc
. Congrats now you can · have all _
The one who is staying behind
kinds of fun without worrying
about where to have it.
Roxie,
MSSC
I miss Choo-Choo.
Your dog-walker/ sitter
Joan,
,
Looks like the Reader fever is

;h;i;,-T-::;y~
Edward, Joseph-------
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Chinese Buffet'
E■i•r the Sillorgnllonl

of lriilllal hliptl

l•oll $2. 79 ••• $4.25
All You Can'. Eat!
New Hours:

Monday thru Friday ·
·
· Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. • 9:00 p.m.

.Saturday & Sunday
· ·
Lunch 11 :00 •.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 r,.m. • 9:00 p.m.

SU4 .N. LINCOLN

3M•IJS2

' ,,
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HEAL TH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RE'CREATION·, ATHLETICS.
RECREATION HOURS
Recreation hours·are ior students, faculty and staff ONLY.
DAY

GYM "A"

Monday
.10, 11 & 2
Tuesday
11,11.,1&2
Wednesday 10, 12, 1 & 2
Thursday 1 .& 2
. Friday
· 10&2

GYM "C"

POOL

11,1,&2 .
1&2
2
1
1&2

10, l,& 3
9,12,1,3
12&3
9, l &3
11, 1 & 2

WEIGHT LIFT

8, 11, l &3
.,
8, l,'2&3 ...
2&3
. ~• l _0 , 1, 3
8, 1,2,3

* *.* In inclement weather, outdoor classes will use gym areas.

by Irene Sipp
Court House of where the Dred · :is conthiue. Six million people
What do you see? These Scott decision was handed' were killed in Germany. Do
figures may b~f confusing, down in 1867. They learned ·you know how ·many baby
depending on what we are that past judicial,errors denied, have been aborted in the
looking at. Looking at the Black Americans their inalienU,S.A.? More than_ one mil- .
black, you see meaningless .· able rights and . that present lion! ·
lines _ looking at the white; judicial error is denying un-·
When Powell visited Geryou see a word. ·
born Americans their most many after the war, he asked
This example is given to basic right, the right to life.
·• citizens, "Did you know?" We
demonstrate that 'it is what . One of the most respected ask our fellow students _ do
you look at ~at c,letermines . speakers was a Jew, Victor. you know? - do you care?
your opinion of anything . . Rosenblum Ph.D. of NorthDo you know, that the
Several years ago we may have western University. Rosen- newest guinea pigs ·are babies,
agreed, that a , topic .such . as . bium said that right to life is packed on ice while still
abortion, should be left to the .·· . not a r~ligious · issue, but a· moving and shipped to expericonscience and freedom of a , civil, moral, medical and legal mental laboratories? (Drug
woman. It sounded logical and problem. Much more li_!tg_ation Research Reports, Vol. 16, No.
liberal. Now, looking at the is necessary since the judges of 30; 7/26/73 ·p. 62 ). Do you
other person, at the babY., ;, the Supreme Court did not . · know, that the death-as-a-solumany say, " I didn't look at it even know when human life . tion mentality is malignantly
that way!"
'begins when they made their growing in our society today?
This is what "Atheists for infamous decision in 1973.
At Northeastern, the U.N.I.
Life", "Protestants, ProtestDr. John Powell S.J. educa- Right to Life Organization
ing Abortion," "Illinois Right tor and author, spoke to the offers information and gathers
to Life" and a few hundred convention of the attitudes of it because they are learning ·
groups shared at the National society. If a society does not · and want to share their
Right to Life Convention in St. respect all human life, when it concern.
Louis Missouri · this past , sees, as a solution the
The next meeting will
week-end. Representatives of elimination of the weak, it is feature . a tape of •a talk by ·
the U.N.I. Right , to Life s.imilar to what Germany saw John Powell. •You and your
Organization also attended. in the 30's, the Hegelian friends are invited. Watch' the
They became more educated as principle, that what is useful is print and bulletin boards for
they heard distinguishea . · right. If disposing of unwanted . the date and time.
speakers. They visited the Old life is acceptable, our thinking
'
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cation forms may be obtained
by Shirley VanYzendom
from
the Music Department
Congratulations to Alex
offices C-610 or ~-637 .
. Magno and Gary Bernacki
.. ho both participated in one of
. the Civic Center Concerts on · A warm welcome goes to- a
· March 16th. Sponsored· by the new addition to Music DepartFirst National Bank of Chica- ment staff Laurie Narret.
go, the Bel Conto Foundation Narret is an alumni of UNI
was hosted and presented a and is pursuing graduate
program of Italian ,ong. courses for a degree. She will
Northeastern's two representa- be taking over the position
tives were warmly welcomed that Howard Sandroff (who
by the enthusiastic lunchtime left three months ago) left
crowd.•, ·
open. She is a hard worker and
wants what's best for the
students. Welcome, and we
NOTICE: The music depart- hope you enjoy yo:urself!
ment of UNI announces a new
· course addition, fall trimes~r,
1978: Internship in Music.
One last note: Music maInternship in music is• a ·field jors, if you have still not made
experience course designed by an appointment to see the
the students to meet his/her .Music Department Secretary,
needs and interests for a please do so, as soon as
practicum in either traditional, possible, it is very important.
or non-traditional areas of
. music. Instructions and appli.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;;:._ _
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OPEN FOR LIINCH

·· ·

l •music notes)

* .
*
·! OPEN TENNIS CLASSES - JULY-AUGUST
;*
:** Tennis is growing in popularity across the nation. Over 150 UNI
! students have finished tennis courses which met during !'-'lay-June.
! Five classes are still open for the July-August session. Meeting
* · times are:
*
**
!*
Section 71
8:00-8:50 AM ·
MTRF
Ray Kasper
*
Section 72
8:00-9:50 AM
W
Ron Faloona
*
9:oo..a9 :50 AM
MF
!·
Section 73
9:08-10:50 AM
T
Betty Guzik/
*!
10:00-10:50
MR
Terry Rizzo
Section 7tf
10:00-10:50 AM
W
George Lesmes
*
11:00-11:50 AM
WF
*
12:00-12:50 PM
T
!
Secti.on 75
11 :00-12 :50 PM
R'
Betty Guzik/
*
12:00-12:50 PM
MF
Terry Rizzo
I*'**
! Students may register on Monday, June 26 from 2 to 6 PM or stu* dents already registered for July-August may add on,wednesday or
! Thursday, June 28 or June 29.
*
.
'

*
!*
!*
!
*
*
*
**·
!*
*
*
!
*
!
*
*
!
*
**
!*
*
!
*
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